The Power of XX: The Female Bible

The Power of XX: The Female Bible
revolutionizes the definition of female
strength and its unshakable bond with
nature and natures power, debunking
centuries of misinformation about male and
female psyches and sexualities. Hannah
Rokes boldfaces the many gifts that have
been withheld and hidden from women and
men alike and explains why the planet and
the consciousness of humanity have
become imbalanced as a result. Rokes
elucidates how the ecological destruction
of the Earth and the disappearance of its
feminine essence are intertwined. The book
gives readers a deep understanding of an
authentic femininity and inspires them to
look at life and gender roles in a
profoundly new light. The Power of XX:
The Female Bible exponentially broadens
readers perspectives, radically challenges
their misconceptions, and resurrects the
divine feminine not only in women but the
planet and humanity as a whole. Rokes
work is a powerful tool for direct healing,
core enlightenment, and the uplifting of
women and men alike.
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